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AWSSC SPONSORS BANQUET, STYLE SHOW
Students
Ex-S.C. Student
Statistics Show Five to
Serves MacArthur
One Ratio False; SC Now
In Tokyo, Japan
Down to Two To One
Early guesses estimated the man-woman ratio at Seattle
—
College at 5-1.It must have
been a woman that wrote this
—
an opt mistic one at that for final tabulations rate a bare

The

STUDENT
OBSERVER

FORUM CLUB

SWINGS
INTO ACTION

Women
to
Witness New Styles
At Edmond Meany
j

A twenty>-tw©-year-old Seattle
The newly formed Forum Club
resident whtf left her journalism will step right into activity b"
By BillQuinn
"■tiid'es at Seattli last month to sending capable members of itr
"n*er the fcn*T>loy of the U.S. organization to
the debate toui
In the interest of reviewing the
Embassy In Tokyo, ia attending
at
College of Punament
held
the
activities of the season, your 2-1. Exact results stand at 1642 males to 823 females for the International war-crimes trial.
Tacoma
on Nov. 16
get
Sound
in
student,
The former
EleanorJ.Mcguest Observer steps forth once a grand total of 2,465.
Further breakdown of these fig Carthy,
three,
A
of
Campus
recently
profesappointee1
the
after
wrote
to
committee
more across
ures shows that 1280 students are
college of her per- by the club president, will selee*
an absence of throe weeks from
sors
at
th<
veterans and 280 of these are marm'ssion to .witness the Russian those representatvies who will atthis fiery corner. Believe me, It
ried while 3 did not care to desigrelief
to
find
that
*ribunal's Wof^cutlon of Premier tend the debate.
pleasant
was a
nate their marital status.
Tojo and 26 other top Japanese.
the 58-miloan-hour gale of OcAll Forum club debates will be
The frosh class shows 1479
tober 24th blew many justifiacentered
around the subject "Restrange
potoourri
"There
is
a
members with a mere 360 girlr.
ble letters from indignant stusolved:
That
naMonalf
and
enochs
evithe federal govern«*f
es
On November 13, the Mendel while 60 senior girls dominate
dents right onto our editorial
ment
should
revise
its labor leglsdenced
Tokyo."
on the streets of
initiate between 70 and over 50 graduating men. Junior
lation
to
control
strikes
and induspage, and carried away at the Club will
resaid,
Seattlelte
♥he
former
new members. Special notice in class members are fairly evenly
same tlmo much rant and ran- 80
Japanese city's trial disputes." This is not the
to
the
*"tT*T\e
with
girls
holding
divided
the
a
made to the effect that all inltlatee
preparation for the trial. "Tall national question but is very simcor from this corner column.
are required to sign their names 19 majority over the 100 boys. In
ilar to it, and will be the quesEnough said.
the
a
sophomore
group
total of nussian officers in their flashy
before Nov. 8 to a list which will
tion used at C. P. S.
girls,
weAmerican
vantage
point
From this
"appear on the bulletin board this 429 students is predominantly uniforms and
Forum will have its next meetfind that the expanded Seattle week. All those being initiated male with 181 girls numbered a- wearing' ltoattck and high-heels,
contrast dlminuitive native wo- ing on Tuesday evening at 7:30
College made som<? worthwhile must be in Zoology lab by 7:25 mongst them.
kimonos; in room 210. At this meeting the
discoveries in recent days. All a. m. that morning so as to be
In the various departments, the "l^n in their dainty
summer long, eager and inter- present for preliminary steps in 380 Engineers are overshadowed *nodern army Jeeps outmode 'jin- co-chairman from Forum for the Banquet and) Style Show committee members interviewing models
High School Debate Tournament
ested students clamored for the the initiation.
Jean Razen and Katie Morrison.
by 501 Commercial Science stu- rickshaws' and ox-drawn carts."
will be announced. The High
mixfor
use of the Tower Hall
Climaxing the festivities is a dents. The other leading departMiss McCarthy Is residing in School debate will take place in
A grand evening with soft lights, sweet music, beautiful
ers, because of its convenient banquet to be held at the May- ments are Liberal Arts, Nursing, a modern downtown Tokyo hotel
location JusiJ off the campus. flower Hotel at 7:30 p.. m. the Sociology, Pre-Medical, Science, within two -fclocks from the Im- the middle of December and is women, and delectable food has been planned for the Assoopen to all Catholic High Schools
But It took the re-vltalizid Ski following night. Initiates, present and Pre-Law whose enrollments nerial Palace grounds and General
throughout the state. Forum will ciated Women Students of Seattle College. The spacious
Club to "break the trail" and to members, and alumni members are all past the 100 mark. Physics MoAxthufs headquarters. She has
main dining room of the Hotel Edmond Meany will be the
majors boast the most exclusive lunched with Miss Jaye Kururo, also choose ita representatives at
sponsor one of the most success- will attend the banquet.
the
International
Relations
Consetting for this combinafon dinner and fashion show. The
rolls with a bare 2 devotees, but daughter of the former, Japanful mixers to date. The measure
ference, which is to be held in time is 6:30; the evening Wednesday, November 6.
Abbott,
president
"Bet"
vice
of the 4 Pre-Forestry students run ese ambassador to America, and
of the success of a school funcPortland the 14th and 15th of NoThis is the big event of the Fall
tion has always been and will the Mendel Club, is general chair- a close second.
has been invited to stay for the vember.
always be its social significance, man of the affair. Taking care of
The complete figures, as re- weekend at her palatial mounquarter staged by the AWBSC.
irrespective of the financial con- the publicity for the event are leased through the Dean's office tain home.
Co-chairmen Mary Stevenson and
sideration. In that regard, our Marie de la Torre, chairman, and are as follows:
Reared in San Francisco. Miss
Mary Clark have worked day and
of
Betty
Aldridge.
Jean
Chairman
STATISTICS
congratulations of the we* go
"McCarthy attended Seattle Colcommittee,
Mary
night planning an entertaining
the
Invitation
Club
honor
Prexy,
O'Brien,
Ski
to Joe
Total enrollment for the Fall 'ejre for three years as an
program. At last, girls, here la
who in turn can share the spot- Stevenson, will send invitations to Quarter, 1946:
student. She will return to Seyear's
on*
service
in
light with his many behind-the- alumni members of the Mendel
attle
after
A meeting of musically minded your chance to dress-up, forget
Total Boys
1642
scenes helpers who, together, as- Club. She will be assisted by Cathe Embassy.
Total
Girls
823
students,
interested in forming a the men, and discover that life
sured the success of this venture. therine Gibbons.
Students at the college last
Engineering
380
Pern Band, was h<Md this past can be beautiful.
„
The price for the banquet has
v-ar will remember Eleanor as Under the direction of Don Tuesday. The meeting was conducSociology
134
Turning from the social to the
Experienced models from ycifr
„...
having on* "«M**» main lead* in Wood, acting President, the Dra- ted by Bill Fen*on acting in the
$2.25
Nursing
per plate. Meni
financial, we find that all Inter- been set at
219
producold
Alma Mater will display
'ast
Guild's
y-Ws
Dirpis,
dellans
College
may
purchase
ested students of Seattle
their tick- Liberal Arts
269
ma Guild has returned to its pre- nbsence of Norm Reynolds, the clothes
for the well-dressed co-ed.
Frying
"Out
Pan."
She
tion
of
168
must aid in solving a new issue ets from Dorothy Klingele or
Pre-Medical
war status. The now moderator, band's newly appointed conductor.
Ski
togs,
sports ensembles, inforactive
member
of
was
nn
Dunn.
is
also
Shirley
open
This affair
Commercial Science
501
that is now cropping up at evMr. James Crawley, has prom- Fenton. who explained the purand formal dresses will be
*he Gavel Clufc
„..
Pre-Dental
65
ised some excellent attractions pose of the band to potential mal
ery turn. It's not an inltatlve or to Mendel Club members only. No
Included in the show. By learning
Science (Chem. & 8i0.).... 169
referendum, but it is the vital one will be admitted without a
for this year. Hailing from members, said that it will consist
what styles are "in" and which colticket.
none
sale
Technology
There
will
be
for
Medical
23
question of whether to livy an
Columbia University, Mr. Crawlev of nine instruments, and will be
ors
aro "out," you can decide
Education
17
promised some excellent attrac- used to entertain at basketball
excess-profits tax on school af- at the door.
what
to wear to the tolo.
Music
30
fairs, sponsored by classes or
tions for this year. Mr. Craw- ?ames, pep railing, student body
College
Seattle
students
who
15
Secretarial
Science
or
...
ASSC,
ley
staged
has
a number of col- meetings and talent shows this
clubs other than the
Tickets were put on sale Wedhave had high school, college,
Mathematics
13
not.
.
lege productions, and with the year.
nesday of this week at ?2.50 per
Journalism
17
right co-operation should be able
One faction contends that or service football experience
As yet no final decisions have nerson under the direction of
The Engineering upper classare requested to leave their
Pre-Forestry
4
in.
stable
to make quite a name for Seattle been made concerning the_ mem- Rose Marie Gruby. They will be
organizations,
school
meeting
names, statistics on experience,
Philosophy
18 men had another short
College in the dramatic field.
monetary conditions, contribute
bership and practice schedules. sold until Monday night by the
and
home
In
the
Pubaddress
Dietetics
19 Oct. 21. The club was found to
However, It is hoped that suffi- officers of AWSSC, the co-chairfar more to a greater Seattle
A
has
play
definitely
not
been
lic Relations box in the Secrebe still inactive due to the fact
Physics
2
College than weak, inefficient
chosen,
but a production will not cient talent can be brought to men, and Diane Percival, Dolores
that the charter had lapsed. Thi
tary to the President's office.
General
283
clubs, and a most appropriate
given
be
until next quarter, due light to enable the group to begin Vornvrock, Charlotte Ninneman,
charter must be approved by the
argument is thi fact that a
of sufficient time. nractice soon. Any persons who Millie Barnes, Mary Trumble, Milto
the
lack
Judicial board before the official
might be interested in playing in lie Dones, Patty Fogard, Betty
strong basketball team, like a
stamp of approval is put on it. It has been arranged to have
strong ASSC, needs alert and
regular Guildmeetings on the sec- the band should talk to either Holt, and Pauline Dorgan.
Not satisfied with just passing ond and fourth Wednesdays of Norm Reynolds, or Bill Fenton,
sturdy participants, not lust two
the
school's requirements, the each month, alternating with the as soon as possible, In order to Kay LaFortune and Betty Baror three that are noteworthy.
club
has assigned Dick Read. Sodality.
arrange for try-outs. According to ash are co-chairmen of decpraThe other faction is quick to
Rebel, and George BeyteSteve
the club spokesman all members 'ions and will be assisted by Elopoint out that school clubs exist
biere to investigate the requirewill probably be supplied with die Doveri. Alice Gary is in charge
for the benefit of the members
of publicity. Hostesses will include
Society of Engineers
ments
the
transportation
to all the nearby
individually, and for tha memRosemary
Barrett, Mercedes Slof America has set down for Its
games.
bers of the ASSC collectively.
derius, and Katie Niedermeyer.
junior organizations. When these
Therefore, each club should be
sn^cifications can be met, the
Everyone is assured of a delito
contribute
towards
glad
club will put its bid In for memcious four course dinner, an upgreater ASSC functions. In the
Society.
bership in the National
At the first election of officers
to-the-minute style show, and a
former case the ASSC Is dependAn interested student can de- held by the newly formed Chement unon voluntary gifts voted
.erood time to boot. So discard your
rive many benefits from a junior istry Club on October 24, William
treasured cashmeres and straight
by the clubs concerned, while In
the greatest of McCoy was elected president,Mar-,
membership,
Installation of Sodality officers skirts and bring out your draped,
the latter case a tax would be
which would be a Senior member- gie Latta was named vice pres- and consultors for 1846-47 was beplumed, "good" dress, for Nocontrived to promote and ensure
ship in the Engineering Society ident, and Helen Schneider and held Wednesday evening in the vember 6 is your night to shine.
events
such all-imnortant
as tin
when the student graduates. To Bill Farrow were assigned to the Council room of the K. of C.
annual Homecoming Week.
secure membership without dub posts of secretary and treasurer, Hall. The newly appointed conMv %suggesMon is that each
connections the graduate would respectively. It was also decided sultors are: Dorothy Nicoli, Our
School orasfnization should place
encounter a great deal of "red to hold the meetings on the third Lady's Committee; Man,' Claes,
this matter on the agenda of
Friday, November 1: Holyday of
Monday of every month, at which
tape."
Catholic Truth Society; Jim Obligation, no
bus'ness for thMr next meeting,
classes
The freshman engineers are time a guest speaker will be pre- Reilly. Apostolic Committee; and
so that the tax committee will
Sunday, November 3: Hike. Leave
asked to be patient with the sented.
Don Byington, Eucharistic Comhear the true voice of Interested
school 8:15
Progress of their club.
Father Beezer, club moderator, mittee.
S. C students and. thereby, be
spoke about new fields, which are
Monday,
November 4: 2.00 Bowling
A tnlk on the Missions was eloable to arrive at a solution rapnow opening up, for chemists in quently
at
Situated on Minor and Columbia is an ornate nintcenth
Broadway
Alley
delivered by John Kreuloiy.
century Seattle house, the re sidence of thirty-five Seattle
Seattle. He also offered encour- g«r
Spectators vs. Engineers
an
by
explanation
followed
Those of us who peeked In on College
agement to women chemistry stumale students. Knowx i as McHugh Hall, the lying
to
by Father Peronteau of the in- Tuesday, November 5: Intramural
Homecoming Festivities at the
who
were
endents,
kept
rocms,
almost
cellar,
kitchen,
a
and wine
quarters consist of live
football, Broadway playfield.
Oamnus across the canal an now
tirely in the background in the dulgences attached to the RosBefore its present occupan its, the house was owned and
1:15
Vets vs. Spectators
of
the
ary.
The
last
event
evefilled mere than ever with en- hrbited by the w althy Mrs. Anfield of chemistry prior to the war.
2:30 Rangers vs. McHugh Hall
was
an
of
the
Friday, November 7 will find
ning
explanation
thusiasm for a real Homecomin? I"r.con who was quite a figure ■ut of town students with a few
He advised all >tudenta to keep
7:30 Forum Club meeting
Oav's Oylmpic riding stables abreast of current developments in Aoostleshio of Prayer and a reWeek for our college, a bit later In Seattle for many years through rorn. Oregon.
8:00 Mendel Club meeting
College
Seattle
on
the
intention
"warming
with
nort
for
Noyear.
on In the school
the chemical world and as a step
her stubbornrefusal to accept the
At a house meeting held reWednesday, November 6: 2:00
vember "War Dead."
equestrians. One half of the sixty
toward this goal he suggested
In a word, let's think the is- "K<shanl«al horse. Her carriage, T-mtly 'lect'ons were held In which
"viembers of the recently estabThe
Truth
Catholic
Committee Bowling at Broadway Alley
that one student present a readsue through and express our op- complete with coachman and foot- "^-Hnrmine High, Tacoina, took
of
Riding
spend
charge
Club
will
will
take
the
distribu- Striker's vs. Ma Smith's
"shed
ing from a chemistry Journal, at
was a familiar sight. Upon
the hall officially copping
inions clearly wh^n they're called i
vacation
of
the
from
days
their
first
tion
of
literature
the
Pam- 6:30 AWSSC Style Show and
subsequent
meeting.
her
inherited
each
all,
death the coachman
*hree out of four offices. The
for, but above
let's not "hamphlet-a-month
Guild,
on
a
horse.
quarter
while the Banquet, Edmond Meany Hotel
Bill McCoy then remarked that
string" our Homecoming Com- the property, which he split up hird floor, center of Bellarmine Fall
Apostleship
Prayer
of
is in care 7:30 Drama Guild Meeting,
club,
formed
unThey
newly
activity, shares the laurels with This
mittee in its gala preparations into three narccls of land.
both chem engineers and majors
Room 137
Committee,
of the Eucharistlc
because of lack of needed sup- were sold to various parties, and two. John Toynbee of Bellarmine, der the guidance of competent would undoubtedly find talks by
Apostolic
Thursday,
the
Committee
will
November 7: IntramuI after passing through many hands a frosh engineering major, was Pat Wills was accepted by the the prominent chemists who would and
port.
football,
ral
Propagation
Broadway playfleld
direct
the
of
The
finally
bought
man
house
with
much
enthusiasm.
gatherwas.
appear before subsequent
elected President. Other officers students
Finally your Observer shifts I the
2:30 Mikados vs. Smith Hall
the scene to the Zebra Room of J by the College.
elected were, Vice-President and At the present date, approximate- ings of the club, of great interest. Faith at Seattle College..
Our Lady's Sodality wishes to 7 :30 Labor Management Forum,
l'Hotel Marne where Mr. Moel- "House-inothTrs" at the Hall Sergeant-at-Arms, Bill Frodel, ly sixty students have signed up. "The opinions and experiences of
number,
succeeded
remind
students of the medita- room 137. Speaker: Mr. Kenlargo
Hoq'uiam;
from
SecreB<xause
of
the
men
who
have
in
the
Department
pre-dental
is are the Rev. James T. McQuigan,
ler of the Music
neth McCloskey.
instilling the fundamentals of and Robert J. Carmody. Students tary, Pete Ivanovich, pre-med it has been decided to allow SO field are extremely valuable to tion and decade of the Rosary
the
at
12:10
daily
chapel
ua,
each
are
said
in
November 8: 2:00 Bowling
Dallarmine;
Anyone
those,
planning
Friday,
Treasurer,
and
riders to go
week.
like
who
Hammond Organ harmony Into hall from as far East as Arlington, from
at
Broadway
k,"
urge
everyone
wo.
and
to
to
attend
joining
chemistry
Alley. Mendel
John
Interested
in
thin
to
make
our
life
Massachusetts,
Brooklyn,
McDoncugh,
pre-med
New
from
who
ia
apprentices.
Here's wishand
alert
"
as often as possible.
Club vs. Engineers
club should contact Pat Wills. he said.
ing you continued success, Bill.!York. Most of the residents are Bellarmine.
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there in 1942. After that an unexpected tourist trade swarmed
off ships in the harbor and
surged over the city like O. D.
paint. Despite the movies and
newspaper accounts, the soldiers
found the city as full of intrigue
and mystic glamor as a Triple-X

John Rooney, Virginia Zweigart
Rosemary Barrett, Pat Foley
Frank Barrett

BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager

The population is composed
of a rather wealthy class of
French, and a tribe of Arabs
who steal from them. Every
evening the Berbers solemnly
turned toward Mecca and gave
thanks for another day of good
filching. The visitors found the
natives singularly unlike the
color plates in the National Geographic. The women shuffled
despondently through the streets
attired in U. S. Army issue mattress covers, while the men wore
something that looked like the
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Explanation

front room drapes and sported
grimy red fezzes with all the
aplomb of Oriental Menjous.

A weekly column appearing in the Spectator is
the "Letters to the "Editor.'' Last year's response to
the "Letters
was so overwhelming that it
prompted us into its continuance this year.
Purpose of the column is to provide students
with the opportunity to express individual opinions
publicly on student issues. For the inforrn/ttion of
freshmen and new students, the policy of the Spectator concerning letters is simple; all letters must be
written legibly and turned in to the Spec office not
later than Tuesday afternoon (if you wish it to appear in that week's paper).
Most important fact to remember is that writers
must make their name known to the editor. However,
the name, if desired, will not be published. All letters will pass to the faculty advisor for sanction. If
passed by him, it will appear in the paper.
We hope that this column will be appreciated by
students,
the
and not used as a gossip column. Letters which get too familiar are usually shunned. The
purpose of this column is not to be misconstrued.
Write your letter and write it with the intention of
helping the student body.

Brains

vs.

Brawn

We wonder how many students have told people
that they attend Seattle College and then are confronted by the' question "Is that a regular College or a high
school? Perhaps these students have been indignant
at this misunderstanding
and for the most part,
rightly so. There are some, however, that have brought
it on themselves— and on the remainder of the students who do not deserve such an inapplicable sup1

The

greater percentage of students are intelliand women who take an interest in their
school's welfare but there seems to be a tendency,
in some minor groups, toward destruction and practical joking. Tobe more specific, some bright character
seems to be quite handy with a pencil. The bulletin
board is put up for the benefit of the students, so
that they can keep up on school affairs and is not there
for the amusement of some pencil-happy prankster.
One incident of wilfull destruction which seems
to be quite outstanding is the case of "Sampson Jr.*
vs. "The Telephone Book" in room 206. If the ofgent men

fender had used his brains instead of his muscles he
would respect the rights of those who want to use
the phone book after him. May we suggest that a person of such extraordinary physical prowess find an
outlet for his energy by directing it toward a more
beneficial activity.
We are now college students, let us not forget
thef
Ed La Fortune

To Each His Own

hour or so before the
end of the dance to see
what's going on inside.
As a result anyone off the
street, including high
school students, other colan

washed up on the beaches as
they could take home. Gathering the family around them,
they delightedly pulled the pins
from the hand grenades to see
what new strides science had
taken. They regarded what fol-

lowed as a lamentable occurence but instead of learning prudence, they seemed to reason
that, just because things turned
out rather discouragingly, there
was no reason to think similar
disaster would follow, so the remaining members of the family
pulled the pins from the remaining grenades to prove their
theory.
Arab funerals are, so hectic,
that it's hard to undersand how
the families bear up under
them. The body lies in state
through the night while all the
neighbors beat upon pans and
gongs and sing and dance fever-

ishly. Then, next morning, they
pile rocks on the' remains and
sprint down to the beach for

---

position.

If you are going to
sponsor a mixer for the
students why not try and
make it one. The last two
SC mixers have turned into standing stag fests.
Something must be done
to get the patrons mixing.
Otherwise why not throw
'date' dances? Moreover,
door committees are the
same as usual, with doormen leaving their posts

The A-rabs, as they were affectionately called by the American soldiers, smile witlessly
at the confused world about
them, and have an Incurably
inquisitorial nature. This is cvidenced by the fact that after
the Invasion, they stole aa much
of the ammunition that had

lege and university stuonlookers
wander into our dance

rent9, and any

gratis.

The only way we can
possibly bar undesirables
from attending o v i
dances is to admit only
students with ASSC
cards. This does not involve hurt feelings or any
other complications because it is strictly routine
at any large, well-organized institution. No one
will be left out except
persons not attending Seattle College, which is
precisely our aim.

more ammunition.
In 1942-43, the average Arabic
household was in constant state
of mourning as a result of the
grenade episodes.No sooner was
one funeral over, the house
straightened around, the ashtrays emptied, when Uncle
Clarence sat on a land mine,
and they had to go through the
whole thing again.

There is more modem, squarecornered, large-windowed, glassbricked architecture in Casablanca than possibly any other
city its size in the world. The
houses are placed row upon row
like so many F. H, A. projects.
Their beauty is only somewhat
dispelled by the great leather
tanneries throughout the city,
which make the place smell like
the Chicago stockyards at high
»
noon.
By hiring an open carriage
and traVeling through the city,
one may see the Cathedral of
St. Jeanne d'Aro and the Anfa
Hotel with its exagerrated swimming pool, that is so large three
whales could thrash around together with a Madison beach
crowd without getting in each
other's water wings. The more
prosaic portions of the sultan's
palace may be visited. The sultan is a large man with ten
wives and a contented look.

On the screen of the beautiful
Vox theater-, Garson murmurs
to Gable, "Tv es revenu, et je
t'ai."

BLUE SKIES
— Dick Shanks

Rain, rain, rain, and more rain! It appears that the traditional
Seattle liquid winter is here In earnest
The majority of Seattle College male students are experiencing
their first winter In Seattle In several years, and are finding it difficult; Indeed, to accustom themselves to the rigors of Seattle
rain, sleet and wind.
Colds, coughs and sneezes are plentiful around the campus. The
main defenses against the turbulent skies are to be seen in the
fashion parade trekking down Broadway every morning between
the hours of 7:00 and 9:00 A.M.
Tweed topcoats, the old navy raincoat dug out of the botttom
of the seabag,, and the Increasing number of hats (various styles
and shapes preferred) lead the field in men's apparel. While the
fair sex, well acquainted with old man "Pluvius," rely on their
seven league boots, tarpaulins and peasant headdress for protection. Several of the older students are to be seen carrying the
ever-falthiulbumbershoot. But if the high velocity winds continue
to crash our fair city with such undiminished ferocity, you may
well expect to see them come sailing to 8:00 o'clock class ahead of

schedule in the future.
The fervor of the outdoor man, or athletes, as you prefer, la
hard to diminish, even with present conditions such as they are.
The intramural football league continues to wade through an
occasional game. The hoopsters are contemplating a switch to
water-polo.Surviving Hiyu-Coolees are looking forward to the next
outing with mixed emotions.
But rain or no rain, the school spirit of Seattle College is expierenclng an all-time high. With good grace and a Coughing
Face Joe and Suzy College are looking forward with expectation
to the time when old "Sol" will once again smile down on laboring students; and the outings and pleasures of spring and summer are once more to be seen in "Blue Skies."

...

DEAR VETERAN
—Kathleen

Do the girls at Seattle College bother you? Are you one of
the many gallant warriors who
have come back to school and
are determined to ignore the
pleated skirts accompanied by
the gaudy sweaters? Are you
therefore baffled by the waves
of Tabu that assail your nostrils
during History class? Are you
distracted by soft and curly hair,
somewhat longer than allowed
Dooley by
a G. I. barber? Does it get
On Friday and Saturday evenings of last week, Seattles in your
way when you are setconcert goers were presented with the opportunity of ting your sights on the profeswitnessing one of the most unique offerings of the pres- sor's countenance? Is there a
ent musical season. I
say unique, because an evening strange sound of girlish laughter ringing in your ears where
spent under the mag!c spell of Serge Jaroff's, Don CosEcon.
the steady drone of
sack Chorus,is an unforgettable musical experience, which teacher's voice should be?
assures itself a .permanent place in the hearts of those
You are probably suffering
who have sat enthralled by this great organization.
from a severe case of damselOne might say, that the test
itis resulting from a deficiency
of vestral concomitance (female
of true artistry Is the ability
condition
companionship).
to make it possible for the list"" can become veryThis
serious, even
ener to experience the same
to the point of fatality, if it is
emotions as those which the
allowed to progress in its natcomposer feels, when first Imbued with an inspiration. I ural course. You may have had
could not help but believe that the misfortune of seeing an ad-

REVIEW... —
Ted

LETTERS

TO THE
EDITOR

Coffin Snatchers

Dear Editor:
It's back! That dilapidated antique of the so-called "lean
years," and Imean the Bond
booth. It's too bad the college
Is burning oil, or we could really have disposed of this unbeautiful sight. South America
take it away!
"

A Follower of Wordsworth

Nature

Sorry!
Dear Editor (?) Flood:
Methinks that something in
this school is fouled up. You
need a publicity committee be
cause there is not enough advance notice given for dances,
plays, sports events, club meetings, picnics, hikes, and other

school activities. Everyone connected with an activity should
take notice of this and get together with a gvod publicity
committee. Clubs should try to
arrange their schedules so that
they conflict as little as possible.
For the dances and that type
of thing, many people make
other arrangements before
dance dates are posted. Notice
should bemade at least a week
previous to the event.
If you pay attention to this,
Iam sure everything won't be
quite so rushed.
Good luck,

"Nobody's Buddy"
After the soldiers had satislied their scenic appetites, they
dropped into the little bars aThank You
round the Place de France.
These gloomy little rendezvous Dear Doris:
have waiters who serve the wine,
After reading your interestcollect the tariff, then stipulate
ing letter of last week's Specthe amount of the Up they have
tator edition, Ihave come to
earned. Tired little orchestras
the conclusion that more people
wit out "Some of These Days" agree with me daily. Do you
as if somebody had describedthe
realize that you agreed with me
tune but hadn't hummed it for
on many terms? The LetterIhem.
man, for instance; you Bay they
tried; you admit the Aegis
North Africa may have been
dance failure financially; and
interesting in D. H. Lawrence's
on your own Opera Guild, you
tune, but today, there's more excitement to be found in Bellingspoke my sentiments to a word,
(Continued page 4)
ham.

'

—

—

Drive-In.

KEN SCHWEITZER
808 APPLEGATE
CHRIS McHUGH

Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

Nothing is more conducive to attitudes than the Spec offlct
Perhaps it is the psychological effect of climbing three flights of
stairs to find— «ot a busy newsroom .'n the best Brenda Stan
audition, nor huge presses roaring as they spew forth the sur.--.^
final but just another door. The moral let-down forces some to
seek consolation in a detour through the library, where they lose
themselves in volumes of lore and theories, others to seek refuge
in the cafeteria, where they lick ego-wounds over a cup of coffee,
and still others to forget the whole thing and join the Aegis staff.
A few, however, open the door, take a deep breath which they
instantly regret and climb the fourth and last flight of stairs.
The attitude of the young and eager Freshmen, joyously prepared to bring new, fresh blood to the altar of the Fourth Estate,
is reflected in the series of emotions that play across his features.
First, confidence mingled with just a bit of uncertainty; second,
'
sheer amazement; third, incredulity fourth, wariness; fifth, cold,
primitive fear; sixth, escape. Being a Freshman, he doesn't realize
that some things should be taken gradually.
The more worldly-wise Sophomore zealot will not let his attitude manifest itself as readily as his green brother. He will stand
valiantly on the top step and pretend that he doesn't see the rewriters walking on the ceiling, the publicity man sleeping in a
file cabinet, and the editor brushing his teeth with a broom. He
will smile, rub his moist palms against his dungarees, and pipe
"I want to write for you."
Upper-classmen regard the whole thing as just another hangover, philosophically place their contributions in the waste-basket,
burn a few bridges, and retreat to the sanctuary of the nearest
gin mill.
Taking one consideration with another, though, the Spec office
has certain advantages no other room in the school can claim.
It has an unobstructed view of the lawn, a western exposure ideal
for catching the rays of the setting sun, and is situated in a
quiet neighborhood. Built on a solid foundation, It will not list in
a heavy wind, nor will it sag in wet weather. Warm in winter and
cool in summer, it is ideal for a small family of three or four.
Plumbing facilities are somewhat primitive, but can be easily
remedied.Orchard and chicken-house in rear. Shown by appoint,
ment only.

—

place until Roosevelt, Churchill,
and Humphrey Bogart all met

PAT COLLINS
ROSCOE BALCH
TOM TANGNEY

Rewrite
Proof Readers

Jean Razen

The French founded Casablanca as they rummaged around Africa many years ago,
but everybody forgot about the.

EDITORIAL STAFF
AseociaU Editor
Managing Editors

Four Flights Nearer to Heaven
—

— Louis Flynn

The Spectator, the official publication of the Associated Students
of Seattle College, will be published every Friday during the scholastic year.
Editor
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tho Don Cossacks were more
than equal to this great test, for
the audience quite evidently was
transported, as' the Cossacks
ranged from one great realm of
Russian choral music to another.
Quite anproprlately. the concert opened with a group of five
of the greatest sacred compositions

of

the

Prp-Bolshevik

Church. This group was highlighted by Kastalsky's "We Sing
To Thee." This pelce was com-

posed before the existence of the
present musical system in Russia. Though a religious chant,
this piece possesses much of

the exotic flavor of the East
and left the audience spellbound
by Its novelty.
The highlight of the evening
came at the beginning of the
second song group, when Shvedoffs narrative piece was presented. In this work, the soloist
tells how the Cossacks were
forced to flee from the Bolsheviks after the revolution, and

found a new home In America.
This narrative was climaxed by
the rendition, of-four American
service songs.
The versatility of the group
was displayed in their presentation of the very humorous and
satirical, "Street Organ," also
by "Shvedoff.
The evening's only encore
proved to be theCossacks' rendition of the popular contemporary Russian marching song,
"Meadow Lands."
You may feel that as a critic,
I have praised too much and
criticized too little. This may
be true, and myenthusiasmmay
have been born of the momentary exhilarationof the music.

Word

selfish Individualism, and bent
primarily on making their great
talent available to the masse*.

concerned.
We have at the present time
a number of cases under observation and a few more in the
process of the cure. The staff
would like to report that all are
doing "as well as^an be expected."

the Innocent
—

Roscoe Raich

Old timers still recall the dynamic words of Father Wharton on
the day he grasped the redns as Spec moderator, "Well! Where's
♥h» coffee pot?" Weeks and months have passed and the sport*
editors lonely vipil9 are not yet brightened by the smoking joe.
For, though we blush to say it, the new staff is addicted to that
aickly beverage, milk. In line with this high policy decision is the
addition to the staff of a large black cat, affectionately known as
Spec. What position he will take is as yet uncertain but we promise you, his spirit will not pervade the feature page.

" " " "

The easiest way to fill a paper is to let Bill Moffet write a
column and spend the next two weeks printing letters to the
editor. Well, we have a different Idea; we wish to write a letter
to the Barn dance publicity chief.
Dear Mr. Hughes,
Just what did you meanby that sign, which went something like
this:
HEY
GET YOUR
BOYS
HONEY
FOR THE BARN DANCE

* " "

»

If Professor Tangney, who contrary to rumor does not write
thin column, should seem less omniscient in the near future, it will
no doubt be due to Father Logan's, brother Ed, who Just pulled
her wisdom tooth. When he had done- the deed, he began to warn
her against catching a cold, where the tooth had been. "How ?", she
wanted to know. "Don't talk," he said. Professor Tangney gave him
a look of scorn, "I'drather have a cold!"
♥

*

♥ ♥

"Goodbye, old paint," sang Gene Brown as he scraped the fender
of Jean Razen's car.

"

*.

* "

A quiet group of students were, eating a peaceful lunch In the
cafeteria, when a pair of hands swooped across- the table, lifting
coffee cups, hamburger plates, books, and Utter. "Is there a Spec
story here?" demanded I* John Flood. They soothed him, told
him "no" and sent him on his way.They relaxed Into a fake calm.
Back became, vigorously searching the table. Suddenly he seized
an old, crumpled, paper lunch bag. Proudly he extracted some
v\ rinkled Spec copy. Majestically be left.

* * " "

The local wheels, rushing hither and yon on their many committhink that their schedules are tough, but they should try to
keep up with Cordelia Keppinger of last year's senior class. 'Way
up north In Juneau. Alaska, she is working on, the local radio
station at actress, violinist, and director of a children's chorus. She
is hostess at the Governor's mansion, director of the Catholic
choir, and instructor in religion to a band of Indian kids. She has
founded a young people's club. She teaches art and music in grade
and high school, bakes, hunts, hikes, and gives private lessons on
tho virlin. The Presbyterians and Methodists wanted hnr to
direct their choirs, but her religion prevented it, which is Just as
well, because now she has time for a social life.
tees,

all will agree with me. In the
days of artistic mediocrity and
cheap exhibitionism, it is a genuine pleasure to find in the midst
of so much sham, a company of
fine artists, imbued with an
"Esprit de Corps" rather than

to

Runnels

vanced case or two stalking across these hallowed halls. They
are distinguished by an ape-like
gait, fire pouring forth from
their throats.and are usually
preceded by a dainty Co-ed
looking as though she had just
been swallowed by the whale
that swallowedJonah. Once this
stage is reached there is really
no hope (sob, sob).
This malady is not contagious
unless the victim is exposed to
a high-powered salesman for a
Bachelors' Life Insurance Co. If
it is caught in this early s'.age
by some enterprising friend and
the patient shows any sign of
reaction to the properly administered stimuli, there is a very
good chance that the results will
prove favorable to the parties
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Hoop Squad
SINN FEINERS DEFEAT
VETS 15 TO 0 FOR THEIR Down to
2ND STRAIGHT VICTORY Fifteen Men

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
..

.

With the Seattle College casaba
The triumphant Sinn Feiners of last week stretched their
squad
completing its fourth week
winn ng streak to two games in two tries with their win
practice,
Joe Budnick has anover the once-defeated Vets team. The game was played of
team cutting is
last Tuesday afternoon on a muddy playfield at Broadway, nounced that the
squad
now stands
complete. The
with the final tally being 15-0.

by Tom Tangney

Reports from every source ner.
However, the second group,
indicate that the snow banks
at fifteen which .will be the
The scoring began in the opening Pouch
minority
Football League Standings strength
of the Northwest will greet which is definitely a
minutes of the first quarter, with
carried throughout the
W L T FA
of the college skiers, is comthe Vets deep in their own terri- linn Feinners
season.
However
these menare not
record crowds this year, and posed
2 0 0 28 0
of those who have
tory. In two plays the hard chargassured of being on the varsity
beck1
0
0
12
tangers
already
Ranier
0
with Mt.
passed the amateur stage and
ing Sinn Feinners, plus a muddy likados*
1 0 0 10 lineup when the baskets start
field, forced the Vets behind their
oning some of the eager ski- who are striving for further
in
On Nov. sth
Ipecs
0. 10 013 counting January.
own goal line, which gave the
Junior
Varsity
the
turnouts
for
the
ers, it looks like the reports knowledge and prestige
0 10 0 1
JcHugh Hall*
Sinn Feinners two points on a
squad will commence with the
0
27
might well be true. Local evi- through skilled compeftive
0 2 0
safety. Later in the first quarter rets
taiith lHall
0 0 0
0 0 fact being emphasized that this
dence of the rise in populari- skiing. Until now this group
the ever-threatening Sinn Feinnactually composes the Chieftain
ty of this mountain sport is has been too small at the colers scored a touchdown on a pass Veterans
second team and that those imFeins
Sinn
found right here at our lege to demand a hearing, but
from O'Leary to Farrell. The try Fasperse
proving
sufficiently through J. V.
LEi
Greene
for point was blocked.
school. The Seattle College with the 1946 fall snows alJrown
LT
Martelli play will move into a varsity
Sk' Club had standing room ready whitening the nearby Tryouts for the Seattle College yell team will take place In the second and-third quarters Jildow
C
Walker berth at the expense of a present
rt
Stumpf first team man.
only, and not much of that, at slopes, its needs are being at the Knights of Columbus Hall at one o'clock, Monday, both teams settled down to score- Element
less football, with the Sinn FelnManley
Now that the present varsity
Q
their last meeting; and the voiced. Downhill, slalom, Nov. 4. Applicants may apply by turning their names in to ers dominating the play. But it Jrown
LH[
Farrell
team
has been cut to its playing
consistently
posters
are
club's
cross-country courses and the Registrar's office before noon of the same day. Appli- wasn't until late In the closing Sedquick
RH:
Reed strength, Coach Budnick has beof
ennames
three,
crowded with
quarter, that they were able to hit iolland
maybe a jump, could be put to cants may turn out singly, or in groups of two or
F
O'Leary gun individual drill. That is drillthusiastic skiers who seem- good use with individual ri- and may use any material at their command, new or old. paydirt again. Ray O'Leary car- Officials: Tom heehmn, tolih ing men on their respective posiried the ball around his own left lehelich.
ingly live in constant fear of valry. Itis a job to be handled The Judges will consist of the
tions, such as center, guard, and
end for the tally and his pass to ets
Yes,
officers,
trip.
members
body
0 0 0 0
0 forward. Practice in cheqking and
missing the first
by competent skiers organized student
JimFarrellmade good the try for
screen plays has dominated the resking seems to be destined by their own interest in keen of the Advisory Board, and the
point,
thus ending the game with
Contesting
Club.
will
Mikado Game Forfeited
Lettermen's
cent workouts. At the end of the
year
in
this
for another great
a 15-0 score.
competition.
The Mikado team won a forfeit past few turnouts, Coach Budnick
be judged on appearance, ability,
region.
The present Ski Club offi- and personality. The time alloted
game Tuesday afternoon from has had his boys play some rugged
But, as is the case all over cers are swamped with an each entry will be seven minutes.
McHugh Hall as the latter failed scrimmages. The team looks fairly
to field up a complete lineup.
sharp now and with a few more
Seattle College, the increased over enthusiastic,over-crowd- A good quintet can play a bet(Nov.
eat
in
It must be noted that all league weeks of turnout ahead, they will
of
Local
interest
the
Nov.
9
spirited
problems.
ter
and
more
brand
number produces
frst
class
group,
ed
of the
games are to be played rain or probably round into a pretty
The enlarged ski club faces mentioned above. It will take ball with a good, peppy crowd of charity football game at the Unshine.
rooters
It
can
smooth aggregation.
every
game.
at
Boys
disstadium
between
iversity
the problems of two class
all their time and effort to justly be said that SC has a Town and Seattle Prep swept to a
tinctions, each with its own keep this throng engaged in good team and an exuberant
new high this week as word of
needs.
their favorite sport. A second bunch of student backers, but so sensational performances of Boys The Sinn Feins inaugurated play
far this year, SC has no cheer Town fullback Len Kroll contin- in the new Seattle College intraThe first class, which will club, restricted to those in- leaders.
league Thursday
ued to pour out of the Midwest. mural football
compe'nclude the larger number, tending to enter into
with a 13-0 win over the SpectaAnyone desiring more informawithA 162-lb. speedball who has tor eleven. Jim Farrell's pass to
and which made up the nuc- tition, could be formed
tlon may ferret out, and talk to
presthe
ripped
through opposing defenses Lloyd Reed drew first blood for
infringing
upon
out
club,
is
Vail,
Ahmstrom,
Louie
Dv
Oerry
year's
leus of last
the winners. The Sinn Feins set
the
aims
arc
(Continued on page 4)
Brown, or Don Ooebel.
club,
since
the
ent
skiis
for
Gene
that class which
the play on an intercepted pass
up
pure amusement of the sport, so widely separated. Whether
that
was carried to the Spectator
with no aim other than to it would be under the auspices
19-yard line. Two pass plays later,
the Seins were in touchdown-land.
stand erect on two staves. of the present club or not
The try-for-point was good.
For this group the club of last would need to be determined.
Ths club could, on the othIn the second game of the
year was organized and for
header, the Vets were
a
team
doublehand,
be
formed
as
By
Beasleywere
er
Ed
this group the needs
defeated
12-0. The first quarte.
of
the
guidance
under
the
very capably furnished with
of
letter
last
week's
column
scoreless,
although the Rang
changing
my
The
one
in
was
frequent trips to the Cascades Athletic Department. How- made quite an embarrassing difference all the difference ors threatened twice. In the secand a week-end at Mt. Baker. ever, no matter how it comes between a compliment and a slam. I
congratulated the new ond quarter they finally hit pa
From the looks of things the to be the skilled skiers of the hikers who were such good sports on that Snow Lake or- dirt on a 20-yard pass from Tom
bring
Dlbb to Mike McEvoy. The kick
club of ths year will furnish school must unite to
my consternafon the "new" became "few" which was no good. Early in the second
deal.
To
ACTION
Sinn Feiners and Vets in action last Tuesday at
results.
any
favorable
this group in the same manmakes all the difference in the world. As nobody challen- half, the Rangers scored again, Broadway playfield.
ged me for my lack of chivalry my intentions were appar- this time on Joe Blaschka's pitch
ently judged to be good
I
notice that Jack Gordon, to McEvoy. The kick was missed.
Sinn Feins
Progress Sports Editor, lists among the Catholic colleges Spec
Bob Greene
Fred
Baker
LE
of
conqueror
Wake Forest. We should like to claim this
"Service That Is"
Bob Mehelich LT Earl Martelli
Tennessee as our own but unfortunately these Deacons Tom Sheehan C Weldon Walker
By the way, ths Ed LaFortune RT Danny Stumpf
follow the Methodist persuasion
AEROTANE GASOLINE
VEEDOL & TYDOL
As Seattle College echoed the bowling enthusiasts, the schedule Farley Beasley who writes letters to Royal Brougham from Dick Coe
MOTOR ODLS
RE Joe Corbett
low rumble and sudden crash of of games was drawn up for the time to time, is not a member of the original Beasley clan. Geo, Anderson Q
EXPERT LUBRICATION
Pat Manley
pins from the Broadway Bowling league which started Monday. The
ACCESSORIES
Mufflers & Tailpipes Installed
LH
Jim
Farrell
Tangney
Jack
agreeing with all the views of this writer
Alley in its halls, it realized that games of the first week include We are far from
"WHERE
SERVICE
SATISFIES"
Lloyd
Jack Flood
RH
Reed
the newly formed Bowling League Ma Smith's vs. Hiyu Coolee; Men- but as far as we are concerned he can fill up h"s own col- Bill Conroy
F
Ray O'Leary
was in full swing. This week saw del Club vs. The Strikers. A game umn
Came across a human touch on the sports page Substitutions: Spec; Rhoady
EAst 9962
1221E. Madison
the first clash of the yearbetween scheAled between the Engineers of the Prep Panther. The Sports Editor really went out Lee, Bill Dempsey, John Floyd.
the Mendel Club, captained by Bob and the Spectators Friday, was on a limb when he ventured a guess on the result of the Ipec
i
0 0 0 0
Sloan, and Ralph Clement's Strik- necessarily postponed till Monday,
linn Feina
7 0 6 0 1
game
Loyalty
prelast
week.
to
his
school
Prep-Stadium
ers. The Mendel Club piled up a as there is no school on All Saints
Officials— Joe Budnick, Ned Mctotal of 1,733 pins against the Day. Jerry Gray, secretary of the vailed over his knowledge of the crippled Panther eleven. Iver, Art Hastings, Tom Flynn.
Strikers' 1,720, winning by a close bowling .league, leminds students His fearless prediction of a close win for the Panthers
Rangers
Vets
margin of thirteen pins.
During the present football Bill Dibb
LE Jim Jawperse
that it is still possible to present missed by a wide margn
The first two of the three games teams in time to enter the league, season a number of our Conference teams have been spec- Tom Kane
LT
Don Brown
1112 Broadway
were taken by the Mendel Club, and he expressed the hope that
McEvoy
Mike
C
Bill Gildow
pushovers
week
and
We
instance
Caltacular
one
the
next.
They scored in the first game 568 many school clubs would do so.
John
RT Ralph Clement
ifornia against UCLA and the same Bears against Wash- Robt.Kaufer
Next Door to Chieftain Fountain
to 562. In the second one they
BUI Tuefell
Ragsdale RE
Clubs which presented teamsand
trounced the Strikers with a 594 their respective captains are: the ington, Santa Clara in a close game with Stanford and a George Flood Q
Gene Brown
to 506 victory. However, in the Strikers, Balph Clement, an Inde- weak eleven against UCLA, Washington a bust at L. A. Ken Porteus LH
Jack Codd
CONVENIENT LOCATION QUALITY SERVICE
third game the Strikers came back pendent team; the Mendel Club, and a pretty potent outfit when they ohased the Bears out Joe Blaschke RH Woody Sdgwk
and
vigor,
won 652 Bob Sloan; Ma Smith's, Walt Webwith renewed
Bob Holland
F
of the Stadium. As one of the Beasley clan remarked re- Tom Dibb
to 571.
Substitutions: Rangers; Jim Mcster; the Hiyu Coolee, R. M. cently, the reason may well be found In the personnel of
Larney; Vets; Bobby Wanasek,
The top kegler of the day was Joyce; the Engineers, Joe Rlcchi;
teams at the present time. Many of the players have served David Lovclck, Al Small, Curt
Al Cornell who totaled 181 pins on and tho Spectator, Jerry Gray
their country for some years; in age they are far beyond Cunningham.
a single line andin 3 lines knocked
In the girls' division four teams
over 432 pins.
.....V
were put forward. As there was a the rah-rah stage. The pep talk of the coach no longer
(Continued page <)
Strikers (1)
wra
.0 6 6 0 12
delay in organization of this divi-

YELL TEAM TRYOUTS
SET FOR MONDAY

j

Seattle Prep
To Encounter

Boys Town

Rangers and
Sinn Feins
Victorious

Beasley Says
—

—

THE PINS GO DOWN AS
MENDEL CLUB TAKES
SEASON OPENING GAME

...

BARNEY'S Associated Service

—

...

—

. ..

5-Point Cleaners

. ..

—

_

Ralph Clement 103 105 143 351 sion,
the opening game has not
153 98 181 432
Al Cornell
been scheduled.Represented in the
John Carey
106 103 128 337 girls' division are the Girl Vets,
Player average 100 100 100 300 Hiyu Coolee, Providence Hospital
Player average 100 100 100 300 Student Nurses, and the Spectator.
562 506 652 1720
Total
The League play is being held in
Mendel (2)
the Broadway Bowl and informaBob Sloan
148 141 124 413
tion regarding games will be postBernie Bergmannl49 152 118 419
ed
on the bulletin boards.
71 101 129 301
Dick Boyce
week's schedules of bowlNext
Player average 100 100 100 300
Play-r average 100 100 100 300 ing games: Monday, Spectator vs.
568 594 571 1733 Engineers; Wednesday, Strikers
Total
Smith's; Friday, Mendel
Friday
meeting of the vs. Ma
At the
Club vs. Engineers.

Serv-U-Meat
62 Madison St.
EL. 6320
"Serve Good Meats and

,

You Serve Good Meals"

|p

H
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TEXACO SERVICE
11th & Union
Operated by Vets
Complete Lubrication
TIRES
BATTERIES

International Pharmacy
—

Come Here First
We Have
It or We'll Get It for You
H. K. HOSENOFF
5959 Airport Way " RA. 7333

SHOP EARLY

for

Bride's Bouquets

- Cut Flowers

Sprays

708Mi Madison

MA. 3547

...

CLEANING ON FLOORS
A SPECIALTY
Satisfaction Guaranteed
504 19th Ay«. No. CA. 3306

]IIIIHHHMHIIHIMIHHMHIMIIM>*tfHIHIMIIIH"ltlHMIl|

EQUIPMENT
"
PANTS
BOOTS SOX
- JACKETS
SKIS POLES BINDINGS

El Vera Gift Center

Ask About Our

-

1908 East Roy
New
Lea-Cr«me Sachet
Famous
Perfume Delicately fragrant
*V Dainty Gift
50e $1.00

— —

-

SKI

HAMBURGERS

SHORT ORDERS

. CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1104 BROADWAY
Where Collegians Meet

-

Malts Shakes Sundaes

CORSAGES

Tonny*s Flower Shop

GUM

mE

Central Carpet Cleaners j

V

CHIEFTAIN SKIERS!
TRADE WITH BILL LOHRER

SYLER & STORMS

THOMAS
- GUM
- CO.
CANDY CIGARS
CIGARETTES
602 " 19th Are. North
F- A. OUELLETTE, Prop.

V

SPECIAL COMPLETE OUTFIT

LANGLIE'S SPORT
STORE
Aye.
1330 -6th

REDONDO SKATING ARENA
OPEN EVERY NIGHT EXCEPT MONDAY,
which is available for private parties
MATINEES SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
20 Mitei South of Seattle

—

°
°

**
°

...

Better Values
Largest Ski Stock in Northwest
Open Evenings
Quick, Courteous Service
29 Years in Business

Sample Values

...

GENUINE
SPLITKEIN ARMY SKIS
'
Edged
$14.95
LAMINATED SPLIT BAMBOO POLES,
$3.95
Leather grips
ALL WOOL WHITE STAG SKI PANTS
$14.95 & $16.95
Girls and Boys
CHIPPEWA SKI BOOTS, LINED AND
$14.95
PEGGED, Prewar

Turn Right off Highway 99, On* Mile

Phone Des Moines 4916 or 4843
Completely Remodeled and Enlarged

"We Rent Anything We Sell"

NOW

BILL LOHRER'SSPORT SHOP Inc.

One of America's
Finer Skating Arenas

4306 University Way

ME. 4400

Note: Wo are operating the Ski Shop at Snoqualmle Summit
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JAnes

on Former

Students
—
by

Attending law school at Santa
Clara is Bill Mullen, an SC student from '48 to '44. Bill writes
that he misses Hiyu Coolee and
that he hopes to visit Tom Pettlnger on "one of the infrequent meccas to the city of happiness. San
Francisco."
Expecting to be discharged from
the Army is Phil Brand. Phil is
hoping to be home from Washington D. C, where he has been stationed, in about a week.

O'Neill
Joan University
Initiated

Marquette

From
comes the Word that Edward C.
Wong, a student here from 1941
to 1943, received keys to the honorary society at the medical
school. This distincUon was given
to the medical school seniors with
the highest scholarship records.
Presenting the keys was Father
Anthony F. Berens, medicalschool
regent, and Doctor James M. Sullvan, clinical Instructor In surgery.
Letter to the Editor:

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
(Continued from

. . L - M Forum

page

2)

by writing "It may not have
been professional, but everyone
seemed to enjoy if Iquestioned the good theatre in the production, that is: cue pick-up,
awareness of the audience to
catch lines etc.
Yes, you did agree with me
on a great deal of items. One
thing you didn't point out was
the hot air at student body
meetings. I
didn't mention them
by name because it wouldn't
be healthy for some of the
political aspirants this year.

by

Commerce Club

The Commerce Club, moderated

by Dr. Paul A. Volpe, has set up
the Labor-Management Forum under tho guidance of Professor Joseph S. Kane. Thin extension of
activities on the part of the Commerce Club is open' to the Student
Body and the public every Thursday evening at T:SO p. m. at the
College.
A spokesman for the newly-

formed group stated: "The pur-

I wish to thank the Ski pose
of the Labor-Managoment
Club for the nicest dance I Forum is to bring about a better
have ever attended. Ihad a understanding of the problems of
swell time! One thing Ididn't labor, management, and conlike, though, was the crowded
sumer groups. It is the policy of
stairway going down. Another the "forum" to present noted
thing I disliked was the coat leaders representing the

room, aa there was no one
watching It. Isure did like the
music, though, It waa super. I
noticed, too, that you didn't
have to pay any money to get

Friday,November 1, 194i6
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issues in-

volved; whereby one can get a
better perspective upon which to

S. C. Slips
On Community
Chest Drive

Gavel Sends
Speakers to
Tacoma, Portland

This year's Community Chest
drive at S. C. was disappointing
to say the least $1000 had been
set as the goal for contributions
from the student body, but over
200 solicitors were only able to
collect approximately $500, including the donations of the faculty and two S. C. clubs, the Silver Scroll, and the L K.M. It was
pointed out that only SO per cent
of the students contributed this
year, as compared to more than
70 per cent last year.
The committee, headed by cochairmen Marguerite La Voy, and
Ed Craig wish to express their
sincerest thanks to everyone concerned with the drive, and especially to the girls who acted as solicitors. Failure to reach the top
was not due to any lack of effort
on their part, as everyone knows
who saw them in action. Ed Craig,
committee spokesman, also wishes
to express his sincerest persona)
appreciation- to every one who
helped with the drive, and especially to his colleague Marguerite
La Voy. "She was really marvelous," he said.
Winners of the nylon stockings,
offered to the girls who brought
in the most subscriptions, were
announced as follows:
First place (one pair stockings)

It was announced at Tuesday's
Gavel meeting that a C. P. S.
Forensic Tournament will be
held in Tacoma on November 16.
A committee consisting of Fred
Holt, Bill Quinn, and Christine
McHugh was appointed by Miss
MoLucas to designate, by elimination, those speakers who will
participate in the tournament.
The club also held nominations
for the office of vice president,
vacated by Ray Siderius, and the
election will be held at the next

The Students Speak
By JIM T. HUGHES

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

Do yon think the college student of today is cognizant of his responsibility to vote?????

ED BURKE: "The college stu- anything like me, they are waiting
dent of voting age who does not anxiously and expectantly for
recognize his responsibility to vote the dawning of their twenty-first
is In the minority. Without becom- birthday when they can vote REing aware of it the student ab- PUBLICAN!
sorbs this sense of responsibility
M.4RY STEVENSON and MRS.
from contacts with fellow students GERRY AHNSTROM (Senior
and teachers. The vet student has Lab. Tech. and Soph. Soc. Mathe added responsibility of vested 1or) "The average college student
meeting. Nominated were George interest He wants people in office is not cognizant of his responsibiAnderson and Gerrie Lee Testu.
who are friendly to government- lity to vote, rather he is aware
Bill Quinn and Jack Haasze subsidized education."
of the fact that to vote is merely
were selected by Gaveleers to repJOE SCHNEIDER: "Indeed, something else to be done as a
resent them for an International since the average returned veteran day's work. In order to be a reRelations Conference to be held is more matured mentally and Is sponsible voting citizen he should
at Marylhurst College .As a re- able to separate the grain from study the policies of all the canward for his hard work and pa- the chaff, he is naturally more didates, know the referendums
tient planning on last year's tour- able to express himself at the and what they mean, and then
nament, Fred Holt was appointed polls."
cast his vote."
co-chairman of the High School
RITA ATHAN (Sophomore
GEORGE MEAD (Senior-ElecDebate Tournament.
trical Engineering) "Idon't believe Pre-Med.) "Hmmnn, could be, beA Lincoln-Douglas style debate that the average student is aware cause anyone I
have talked to awas held for the first time at Se- of the heavy responsibility he Is grees that the only way to apattle College at Tuesday's meet- faced with as a voting citizen. oreciate and preserve our demoIng. Bob Trumbull and Roscoe Now more than ever it is our duty cratic way of living is to exercise
Balch debated the question "Re- to know the candidates, their his privileges."
solved: That the federal govern- philosophiesand what we may ex- HILDEGARDE SHAGNASTICA
ment subsidize higher education." pect from them in office. With (Junior Major?) "I don't know
The negative side, upheld by Ros- Communism on the rampage in who is running and Idon't care.
coe Balch, was voted the winner. this country as it Is, it is not only AH I know is I'm agoina go in
Frank Alishio and Ken.Woods de- our duty as citizens,
but as Cath- that thar booth and pull the 4evil
livered impromptu speeches on the olics to thoroughly investigate the out of those levers."
Paris Peace Conference:
Candidates and vote only for PAUL ROBBON (Sophore Pre
It was announced that all par- those who will stand up for our Law) "The majority of voters have
ents, as well as students, are inonly a high school education.
Christian ideals."
vited to the forthcoming elocution
Most
students if they are inter(Senior—
MAX LEHMAN
Chem.
contest, which will be held at the
ested enough to go on to " school
"I
Major)
majority
think
the
are
next meeting of the club, Nov. 12.
are interested in how our govern-

—

—

—

base his ideas concerning the modern economy.
The labor situation is the key
in after a certain time, and I to our business future. It Is the
think that was swell, as stu- basic social and economic probdenta could then come in free lem of our time. If society is to
Well, Ireally had a good time, enjoy peace and prosperity,
the
and Ilook forward to the next problem must be solved.
mixer.
A study of industrial and labor
Just a Student relations in the past has revealed
Too, you failed to mention a
that co-operation and mutual unfew organizations, such as the Sorry!
AWSSC, Silver Scroll, and Inderstanding of each other's probDear Mr. Flood:
tercollegiate Knights; what belemhas rapidly developed through
$40.00 total;
In last week's Spectator, you a common
came of them?
training program Joan Cruickshank
(one pair stockings)
to
place
name
second
permitted
my
appear
ask
where the opportuuity for the
I, too. would like to
you
over a column that was definitely appreciation of differing attitudes Phyllis Mary Young $26.00. Runsomething else, "Why shouldn't
ners-up: C. Kennedy $17.50; D.
not of my writing, or of my sen- was offered.
a Frosh, or new student investiKelly $17.25; Georgia Seibold
article
to
timents.
The
denies
respect,
understanding,
before
he
Mutual
closely
gate a club
$16.00; Jeannette Gunderson
his
right
an
Individual
to
crijoins?" Thank you very much
and good-will are engendered by
$13.90; Mary Kaufer $13.45; Moira
through
ticize.
I
that
believe
I
of
a
backsharing
the
common
for writing your letter. like
criticism,
many
just
corrections ground of experience and- a com- Ann Yadon $12 75.
to read of people who agree
but perhaps the younger students
Is nothing munity of interest. As our econcan
be
There
made.
is run."
with me occasionally.
do not realize the seriousness of ment
bring
omic problems grow in complexBETIANNE
—Bill Moffat better than a good beef to
FOSTER (Freshman
the benefits to be gained from conout interest. I'm certain it was ity there must develop on each
English Major) It's pretty diftacts and themethods used in .the
unavoidable that this switch in side an increasing confidence in
Enthusiam Needed
college life. The vets of course are ficult to figure out whether we
names
I
hope
you
occurred.
will the integrity of the other, and a
are 'cognizant' of our responsibiDear Editor:
broadened by their outlook and
the proper adjustment narrowing of the area in which
lity or if voting is just another
experience abroad."
At the meeting of the bowling make
Immediately.
college fad."
conflict of Interest or disputes
league last Friday there seemed
MIKE SCHULER (Freahman_iOur lounge looks more like a
BUI Moffat
may arise."
JEANNE BEAUDOIN (Junior
enthusiasm
on
to t>e a lack of
Journalism) "I think the college
living room every week.Last week
Music) "If every College student
the part of the students. Despite
student
is
of
his
(Editor's Note: The Spectator
cognizant
rewe saw a davenport, this week apwere 'cognizant' of his responsibithe efforts of Father Logan and
acknowledges this mistake and
pears a lamp and our unofficial A big thank you to the McHugh sponsibilities to vote because my lity to vote,
I'm sure candidates
Jerry Gray to start the ball rollexperience
with returnedvets who
wishes at this time to publicly
source hints that more furniture Hall boys for the fine housesuch as "The Gentleman" would
ing the spirit of cooperationwas
are
more
apologize for having made the
politically
may be on its way, we hope.
conscious of
warming last Friday night All
missing. Out of the approximate
society than the ordinary college have no success at our polls.
error.)
the
Sarazinltes
a
had
wonderful
808 MEHELICH (Freshman
The boys "down under" advise
twenty clubs and organizations
time. But what we want to know student. Veterans are older and are Commercial Science) "Definitely,
all
not
play
radios,
convened
to
classical
Pre-Legal
The
Club"
in the school, only six men's
how are chances for that swim- are little more sober-minded and but Ithink the returning vet on
for the first time last Thursday music or noU after 11:00. It is
clubs and four women's clubs
ming
pool on the second floor! realize the present time is a battle the average thinks more of his
evening. Bill Quinn, who was seems that they Woke up Father
had presented their teams, and
ground between Communism and
elected to the office of president Wharton at about 1:30, a. m., that It was an unedlble fish duck Democracy. Also he recognizes right (to vote) than does the avtwo of these were independent.
that Na.ee McHugh brought up that his vote can get the things erage girl of voting age. A veterlast spring, presided ovtr the Is.
This would make an ideal actigent
Hear
that
a
named
an has seen many a bad time
Ted
fell
meeting
and Father Vincent
to Phyllis Ann Barnhart Sunday, he wants including housing."
vity and chance of becoming
from his officers while in the serasleep while bathing the Other but Diane Thill was all for-.havConway,
moderator,
while
M.
club
briefacquainted
engagbetter
"Come rain or shine, the Hiyus
(Senior
drown.
ROBERTA
WALSH
vice but was unable to rectity the
night,
no,
but
he
didn't
ing a roast anyhow
Casaing in a worthwhilesport. Many will be off again."
ly summarized the Law School
English Major) "Now Iknow situation. Now that the vet is up
And
and'
Bob
Joe
said
the
Dutch
kept
phone
for
that
nova
Gobel
both
put
requirements
of the clubs can
forth both
the benefit of
The destination for this Sunday's
visiting public ''from now on will and door bell ringing when Betty what* behind my typing class igainst governing officials whom
new members.
a men's and a women's team
slogan. (Now is the time for all ho thinks «re giving him a bad
hike is Kelcema Lake. This hike,
have
to move .only clockwise a- Berg was sick
Bertha Neuwhich would almost double the
Guest speaker of the evening
in comparison to previous ones, was John J. Sullivan, one of round their apartment. This la to feld topped off the day by falling good men to come to the aid of time he can help rectify the situabove number.
v
ation by his right to vote."
Most their party).
It Is still not too late for will be only a short Jaunt of four Washington State's outstanding alleviate the congestion in the out of her upper bunk
popular girl in the hall was Dee KATE NIEDKRMEYER (Senyour olub to present a team to miles. Easy hiking, warm shelter, lawyers and a graduate of the vicinity of the coffee pot.
Some tenants from both wings Gross when She tripped in after ir Soc. Major) I'm voting inde- SEATTLE
tho Bowling League. If you do and hot coffee, which was missed University of Washington, class
are
taking advantage of the op- a visit home, just loaded with pendently evaluating each indi(Continued from page 3)
so now, you win bo in time to
of 1909. Mr. Sullivan delivered
at Snow Lake, will be waiting for
a forceful speech on the require- portunities and entering the spirit "goodies"
Julie O'Brien and vidual, regardless of his party for 121 points in six games, Kroll
participate In the forthcoming
go.
tournament. If action Is taken those who
ments of a successful lawyer. by growing or attempting to grow Joanne Richards appeared in full plus, every college student £i not has become the object of intense
this week and your club wishes
Departure time is scheduled for The most important parts of his beards. Among the best are Andre' ski regalia Saturday morning, but conscious of voting. He or she interest among college talent
it didn't take them long to crawl leaves politics to his or her scouts whohave watchedthe Boys
to enter please submit your 8:15 a. m. from the Liberal Arts speech Mr. Sullivan <>mphaslzea Charvet and Bill Downing.
name to Father Logan or Jerry Building. The Hiyus will be routed with examples from his own ex- An eyewitness account revealed back in out of the rain , Din- professors and parents. It is the Towners roll undefeated through
ner guest Monday night was Dean people in the business world who the first six games of their schedGray.
through
to Stevens Pass, perience.
that Good Samaritans coming out
feel a great responsibility for this ule.
Writer's Cramp so gather up your hiking clothes,
At the close of his address, of the Cave about 6:00 the other of Women, Mrs. Leonard
vital
matter."
In addition to his impressive
lunch,
bring your
and put on your the speaker gave a vivid descrip- night, who tried to kick that little Week-end visitors were former
scoring
rampage,Kroll has carried
(Junior
Sarazinlte
of
I
MARY
TRUMBULL
smile,
year
you
best
as
board
tion
of
a
last
Pat
O'Brien
the "luxvisit that he made to paper bag off the walk, found out
TEN YEARS AGO
Major) "Most college the ball 55 times for a total of
Education
Sullivan,
Bordeaux,
for
at
and
Pat
ury
liners,"
grand
day
a
Jerusalemwhen
a
both
he
was
Lt.
Col.
paper
bags
that firebricks in
are
IN THE SPEC
students are aware of their re- 883 yards, racking up a torrid
Kelcema Lake.
in the United States Army.
very hard on the toes. Moral: sisters of girls in the dorm.
S. C. politicians, displaying "J
sponsibility
to vote. If they are average of 15.34 yards per try.
bags
Don'tkick paper
off the walk
want Roosevelt again" and "five
when you are coming out of the
for Landon" buttons, plan to orate
Cave because they might contain
at the Spectator Political Dance
:
on
firebricks.
(Continued from page 3)
Circus.
Across the Street from School
Herb Coyne Is elected Senior
Speaker at the Labor ManageClass Prexy, with Peggy Dough- exerts its former magic. These players don't care to die
QUALITY PETROLEUM
erty, Phil Hargreaves, Helena for old Siwash nor are they overly eager to demolish their
ment Forum meeting on next
PRODUCTS
Brand, and Frank Taylor taking
Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. will be
(SJiiMiiiimiHimtiiiiMiiHiiiiiiMiim
opponents. They might get slightly steamed up for a natiiumiimiiiiMum
Mr. Kenneth McCloskey, director
other offices.
A paper on Joseph Lister's life ural rival but on the following Saturday they are back
of the National Labor Relations
Board. Subject of his discussion
is read by Jack Archibald at the to their normal gat. As good old George Varnell says,
will be the N. L. R. B. law.
Mendel Club meeting.
"I pass on this information for what it is worth." How"Come And Get It", by Edna ever, my authority :s good. Marmaduke B. reached far into In a climatic follow-up of the At the last meeting, Oct. 31,
DISTINCTIVE BEAUTY SERVICE
Ferber, is reviewed by Agnes Va- the
the Forum presented James D. EsStyled
dim past for an example of how the college boyß re- recent address by RepublicanCan- sary.
liquette.
didate
Labor
Relations
at
Harry P. Cain, the LaborDirector
eloquent
acted
to
coaches
in
former
Big
It
was
the
Scientific
Hair
and
Dancing
days.
The Ski Club elected Betty WilManagement Forum on Monday Boeing Aircraft. "Labor and ManScalp
game,
Little
Treatments
Marys.
Santa
Clara
vs.
St
Santa
The
Clara morning at ten o'clock, presented agement" was chosen by Mr. Esliams as women's representative.
CALL 808 LINEURGH
boys rushed out on the gridiron, all of them breathing U.S. Senator Hugh B. Mitchell, sary as the title for his speech
ELiot 0533
KE. 8690
fire, all of them eager to dismember the hated foes from who expressed his views conEvenings by Appointments
Moraga. Not the least of these was Marmaduke. Into his cerning the current lagor prob-
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From the Halls
SARAZIN
VETS—
Dave Lovcich

—

THANKS
McHUGH
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Joan Martin

Local Barrister

Speaks at
Pre-Legal Meet

—

Hiyu Coolees
To Take
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Second Shower
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Beasley Says .. "

Forum Meeting Will

Hear Address NLRB
By Kenneth McCloskey

L-M Forum
Presents
Sen. Mitchell

Clipper Service

PERMANENTS

Cold and Machineless

June's Beauty
Salon

THE FIVE NOTES
ORCHESTRA

708 Madison
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Agony &'Swap

arms sailed the kickoff and down the field he sped, with
Trade or sale:
the firm determination to turn neither to the right nor
.22 caliber Winchester range to the left, to trample all opposition into the turf until
rifle. Trade for 30.06 rifle.
he planted the ball under yon goal posts. Suddenly a form
Bob iApplegato
CA. 6094
loomed before him; tHere was a terrific crash and MarmaLost:
Green Parker Du-fold pen In duke picked himself out of the grandstand, Section S, Row
24. In retrospect he ruefully added, "This other guy must
school area.
Return to Spec Office
have heard a pretty fair pep talk, too." But at any rate
Vets Notice:
we no longer read of the Vow Boys of former years. The
Anyone interested in buying competition is pretty tough; no boys need apply.
surplus articles
Notify Spec Office
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We have dozens of good ref-

** Deep Tone
Less Back Pressure
** 50%
Increased Mileage
Increased Power

erences.
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INFANT WEAR

REISCY CLASS
ROYAL HAECER POTTER>
1106- 19th North
EAst 5272

(Formerly Barney O'Connor's)

As proven in tests at Cal-Tech

Seattle Custom Muffler Shop
88th

*

Phinney
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SORRENTO DRUGS

j Custom Built for Ford or Mercury; Alsoduals for allother makes
GA. 1458

IWhere Collegians Meet\

PI

MEET YOUR FRIENDS at

MUFFLERS

McHugh and Bordeaux
Lonely Hearts Club.

-

READMORE
Library Gift Shop

for

it

California Style Dual Custom

Are You Lonesome?

Rates for
Classified Advertising
2c per word

""

MVM""►

lems.
Senator Mitchell recognized the
tremendous gains of the labor
movement during: the last decade,
and expressed concern over the
forces which would tend to eliminate these gains. He emphasized
the magnitude of the problems
confronting the country today and
that our ability to conquer these
obstacles will be directly reflected
in the economy of the world.

Music
for Your

Where Too Buy Your

TOOTH PASTES AND COSMETICS
(Across the Street from the Cathedral)
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